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Oh I do like to be beside the seaside

Physical Features

sand Rocks that have divided into small grains.

pebble Small stone made smooth by the water.

cave A natural opening in the Earth.

rockpool A pool of sea water among rocks along the 
shore. 

Human Features

shop A place where you can buy things.

road A wide path that vehicles can use.

house A building that people live in.

harbour A place where ships can be left safely.

fairground An outdoor area where a fair is held.

lighthouse A tower with a light to warn or guide ships.

Key Places

London The capital and largest city of England and the 
United Kingdom. 

England England is a country in the United Kingdom. It is 
bordered by Wales and Scotland. 

Scotland Is a country in the northern part of Great 
Britain.

Edinburgh The capital city of Scotland.

Wales Is a country in the western part of Great Britain.

Cardiff The capital city of Wales.

Northern 
Ireland

Is a country in the northeast part of the island 
of Ireland.

Belfast The capital city of Northern Ireland.

English 
Channel

The channel which is an arm of the Atlantic 
Ocean and separates Southern England from 
France.

North Sea Part of the Atlantic Ocean between Great 
Britain and Western Europe. 

Irish Sea It is a sea that separates Great Britain from the 
island of Ireland.

Atlantic 
Ocean

The world’s second largest ocean and it 
surrounds the UK.

Key Vocabulary

United Kingdom The United Kingdom is used to refer to Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. It is made up of 
four countries.

Great Britain It is a landmass that is made up of Wales, 
Scotland and England.

island A a piece of land surrounded by water.

cliff Is a vertical rock on a coast.

coast A part of land near the sea.

pier A structure built above water.

promenade A large, long open area next to water where 
people can walk.

bay Where the land curves inwards by the sea.

beach A pebbly or sandy shore.

sea A large area of water surrounded by land.


